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Abstract. In this paper we summarise theoretical work on visual per-
ception for cognitive robotics. We study the use of logic-based ontologies
for situated perception, motivated by cognitive science and philosophy.
General considerations on scope and aims of “cognitive vision” is given
where a functional position is taken. The use of symbol-based reason-
ing following this approach and the central importance of the mapping
from low-level sensor data to higher-level symbols is outlined. Special fo-
cus is given w.r.t. the localisation of different mechanisms (subsymbolic,
symbolic) during perception and cognition and cognitive functions that
seem important are named. A preliminary implementation approach for
mapping simple Gestalts to object concepts and a general discussion on
the use of logic for perception conclude the paper.
Keywords. cognitive robotics, visual perception, cognitive functions,
ontology, symbol-based AI
1 Introduction
We study the use of ontologies in the field of visual perception for cognitive
robotics. Core questions that correlate with the topic of this seminar are there-
fore: Is logic interesting for robotic vision? If yes, to what extent? The same
questions hold for probability theory and of course for their possible combina-
tions. We will show that this implies further general considerations which we
will, however, only elaborate shortly for the sake of compactness. Furthermore,
this paper is largely theoretical and only provides some first implementation
results to show the feasibility of the approach.
We will see that questions relevant for robotic vision are highly correlated
to well-known questions from the field of artificial intelligence; and due to the
relation of artificial intelligence and cognitive science, issues arising in the dis-
cussion of human cognition also arise in computer science and robotics. The
aim of this paper is to show that the use of “GOFAI-symbols”1 still does make
sense (despite their infamous history of limitations) – and that their storage in a
logic-based ontology can be shown to provide a promising approach for cognitive
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robotics and especially for its link to visual perception. Here, the question that
interests us concerns how to step from “uncertain” data to symbols which can
further on be used to guide higher-level tasks, such as planning or predicting. To
this end, we identify some cognitive functions that we judge to be important for
so-called “cognitive vision”. Furthermore, we will show that a logic-based ontol-
ogy of object concepts might play the role of the “glue” between these functions
on the one hand, and additionally the core role for transition from perceptual
data to symbols on the other.
After some (very compactly presented) general considerations clarifying some
notions in Section 2, we suggest our view on cognition from a functional point of
view (Section 3). The section about ontology modelling (Section 4) will be kept
small as this seminar has other contributions that get much more into detail
with respect to the modelling issues and we will rather focus on some examples
of the bridge between vision output and ontological knowledge representation.
In the last Section (5) we critically discuss the use of logic for perception from
a more general viewpoint.
2 General considerations
In order to clarify why we are attempting to use logic-based ontologies for “cog-
nitive vision” we shortly explain the overall view and the goals that our work
addresses. The term “cognitive” has lately been used as a buzzword in the
engineering sciences for pointing to the fact that we need to tackle issues in-
volving more higher-level functions of reasoning (or “thinking”); for perception
in robots we interpret this as the demand to ultimately remove the outdated
sense-compute-act cycle where perception is only concerned with the sense-part,
detached from the other processes. There are highly elaborated techniques in
computer vision dealing with specific problem statements. However, what vision
for cognitive robotics truly needs is the look at – and better: the integration of
– higher-level functions (see below).
Before looking closer at our view and the role of logic in it, we need to shortly
state what we mean by “cognitive” or “intelligent”2. In our approach, intelligence
can only be defined from the third person perspective, meaning that an agent
(robot or human) behaves intelligently when we, as observers, judge it this way.
This is, for sure, a strictly behaviourist view that is – for robotics – a means to
evaluate the feasibility of different approaches (as we are lacking the possibility
of a first-person view and therefore the possibility to judge my behaviour in a
conscious manner).
Cognition, on the other hand, is quite a tricky term and there are totally
different views on what it actually means. We take a rather abstract and general
viewpoint: cognition is the superordinate concept of our perceptions and actions
allowing for functional fit of the system (or in the radical constructivist term:
“viability”). Without the aim to dive too deep into discussions from cognitive
2 For a more detailed elaboration on these notions including “consciousness”, please
refer to [1].
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science, we shortly state that the approach to the phenomenon “cognition” has
correctly been shifted in the last years from “pure” symbol manipulation to more
extensive views involving the dynamic, situated and embodied perception and
action complex that aims at surviving and adapting to its environment. However,
in our view this does not imply that symbols are outdated as such – underneath
the overall conception of functional fit, subprocesses involving symbol manipu-
lation might still be in place (also cf. [2]).
2.1 Anthropomorphism?
As could be seen in the previous paragraphs, a mixture of anthropomorphic
terms has been introduced to engineering. We believe that it is imperative to
be cautious on where to draw the analogies from robots to humans (not only
because of ethical reasons). Our statement about the notion of “cognition” in
the previous Section already shows our main approach: Without wanting to go
into details of the implementation layer of cognition, it is probably better to
focus on the “functions” that the system needs to have in order to act in a way
cognitive robotics usually aim at: to serve purposefully at the humans’ side, who
finally decides about the viability of the artificial system he created.
Artificial intelligence started off with the strictly so-called “cognitivistic”
view that all human brain action is problem solving with symbols. This believe
has been put into perspective by history and for sure there are capabilities of
humans that cannot be reduced to the manipulation of symbols. However, it
seems that humans do in fact have the capability of abstract logic-based reason-
ing. With [3] we therefore hold that it seems that evolution at some point found
that using symbols rather than raw sensor data is more efficient for higher level
planning of behaviour or understanding the environment.
These considerations allow us now to depict our view on how to tackle the
issues that arise when trying to combine higher-level functions well-known to
artificial intelligence (planning, problem solving) with the specialized but too
narrowly aimed techniques of computer vision.
2.2 The bigger picture
A feasible approach for an inspiration for cognitive robotics that is not too
anthropomorphic yet does still take it’s approach from human perception and
cognition might be the functional level, as already indicated further above. In
the next section we name them and try to put them into a cycle that should
show a possible explanation on how humans built up their specific view on
the world – inspired by the tradition of radical constructivism, cf. [4] for an
account w.r.t. robotics. Radical constructivism highlights the active building-
up of knowledge (instead of the passive receiving of “information out there”),
the tendency of a “living” system towards viability and the goal of cognition as
personal organisation of the experiential world (as opposed to the discovery of
an independently existing ontological reality).
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As we will outline, we believe that for the functions that an artificial cogni-
tive system should adopt, there is a need for an ontological knowledge reposi-
tory. Though we believe that this ontology is actively built up by humans from
the very beginning of his/her life on, we start with investigating how to use
a “grounded” ontology that is pre-given by the system’s designer. Underlying
is the belief that without knowing how to use an ontology it is hard to de-
sign mechanisms how to built it up. Therefore, the more concrete question we
are investigating is how we can combine such an ontological (“symbol-based”
or “logical”) knowledge repository with the uncertainties of perceiving – with
other words: How to link the bottom-up delivered vision input (which is very
often statistically and probabilistically given) with the symbol-world in which
higher-level cognitive functions such as predicting or planning might take place.
The bigger picture that we believe is in place in humans, now finally goes
like this (we are of the opinion that we therefore might implement a similar
architecture in artificial agents on a functional level as well):
1. There are multiple layers (low-level to high-level) where “cognition” (of
which perception is an integral part) takes place.
2. Depending on situation and task, there are different mechanisms taking place
– either subsymbolic or symbolic.
3. Humans are able to switch from one mechanism to the other if the situation
affords this.
4. Therefore, items having been perceived in a subsymbolic or probabilistic
manner might get symbols for further symbolic computation if necessary.
A simple example should clarify this: Looking at Van Gogh’s famous self-
portrait from 1887, we might first only see a man with a red beard. If we don’t
know that it’s Van Gogh, we might indeed only have the “symbol” man with
red beard generated in our head, which is the totality of the brush strokes of the
image. We claim that not each stroke got a symbol by itself but rather that the
entirety generated the symbol that can further be used for higher-level thoughts
about the last museum visit or plans for future cultural trips. However, getting to
see more details of the picture, we might “instantiate” one or more brushstrokes
as symbols in the sense that they get items of high-level thoughts: We might
wonder about the colour transition from collar to jacket or the directions of
strokes on the skin, which enables thoughts on the era of post-impressionism,
etc.
Needless to say that the “amount of symbols generated” is further depen-
dent on the individual’s history: Being an expert in the history of art for sure
influences what is usually seen as “way of perceiving” – which we could call here
“dissemination of activation throughout the layers”. It is far beyond the focus
of this paper to investigate that this might involve a pragmatic explanation for
the need of consciousness: Something gets consciously in our minds whenever a
subsymbolic arrangement becomes a symbol. At this point, this symbol can be
used for (often language-based) reasoning and more generally “thoughts about
that thing”.
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All of this, of course, also again underlines that instead of a cycle like sense –
compute – act, there is rather and at least a cycle like sense – predict and inte-
grate cues – hypothesise – decide – act; and huge interaction and “mechanism-
changing” between the steps as well. So where to locate logic, where probability?
And even more interesting: How to combine them? We believe that logic can be
nicely seen as those symbols allowing for higher-level thoughts that get fed by
lower-level (e.g., probabilistic) input – and for perception which is our field of
work, this means that on any layer there might be ontological representations
as well as subsymbolic items handled by “cognition”. Before showing our first
attempt for a vision-based object concept ontology, let’s have a closer look on a
possible minimal set of functions for a cognitive robot.
3 Functions
The view presented in the last Section raises the questions on how to address
these different approaches and how to represent the “symbols”. We are not
supposing that all thought is symbol manipulation, however, obviously a lot
of (at least seemingly) meaningful (“intelligent”) human behaviour seem to be
explainable by symbol manipulation. It seems we are able to solve problems
by thinking about general terms, to link abstract concepts to given concrete
appearances and to generalise instances to object classes. It is in this sense what
we mean by “symbols” (and which we consequently want to link with low-level
vision techniques). They are visual object concepts, meaning that they are classes
of things that hold for a plurality of varying instances, which – philosophically
spoken – contains the things-in-theirselves, the constituting substrates of object
classes. For sure, there are properties of object classes that can not only be
extracted by visual input (e.g., what constitutes a pepper mill that looks like a
wine bottle is its function of being able to crush pepper corn, not its appearance
as bottle).
The point is that whether human cognition “really” does imply the use of
a “symbolic layer” or not is irrelevant. From an engineer’s point of view being
on the search for intelligently behaving robots (“cognitive robots”) that are able
to fulfill their tasks even if they are not pre-programmed and so to achieve vi-
able solutions, it is the functional level which is important – and those functions
can be best explained by using symbol manipulation. So the main question that
arises is at which layer we shall switch from “subsymbolic” or “probabilistic”
methods to symbols (object concepts in our approach). Does it make sense to
draw a strict line or shall we rather look for a multi-layer, multi-connected frame-
work (which, of course not only involves visual perception but rather the whole
situated embodiment).
After all these theoretic underpinning, let’s have a closer look at the functions
in order to choose a feasible starting layer of ontological representations. Fig. 1
shows our ideas of a (minimal?) set of functions that a cognitive robot should
implement.
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Fig. 1. Using an ontology as “glue” between cognitive functions of a robot. V means
“visual function” and NV “nonvisual function” – referring to our approach.
In the diagram, the emphasis lies on the transition between visual functions
(“V”) and higher-level non-visual (“NV”) cognition functions. By this, we refer
to the fact that vision should be able to extract information that can be used for
further “symbol-based” tasks, such as planning. For us, the use of an ontology
for scene interpretation could be the means to achieve this.
Starting from intentionality of the system, which could simply be the task
of the robot (e.g., get out of the room) there is already an interplay between
the visual and the non-visual layer, showing their interconnectedness. Whereas
it might be a higher-level goal to “detect a door” to get out, the door itself
is a visual concept that needs to be detected. This is why we are suggesting
to use an ontology of known object concepts on which further knowledge can
be connected (see later). The importance of intentionality is motivated from
the phenomenological philosophy of Edmund Husserl and specifically from A.
Meinong’s conception [5]3.
The next function is prediction which we consider as a highly relevant cog-
nitive function because it primes the system towards what it will perceive. As
this is highly related to perception and less to internal thoughts, we consider it a
perceptual (and for our approach therefore: visual) function. Some believe that
prediction is one – if not “the” – core function of the human brain, cf. [7].
Next comes abstraction that allows us to extract qualitative knowledge from
quantitative data. Referring to our discussion of the different layers and the
different subsymbolic and symbolic mechanisms in Section 2.2, it is here where
we locate our chosen layer to switch from subsymbolic to symbolic. Still we have
elbowroom here, as we are either applying quite general techniques to extract
proto-objects (such as simple closed contours as will be shown in Section 4)
3 It is far beyond the scope of this paper to further elaborate on the philosophical
details of this and the following topics. For a slightly more comprehensive account,
please refer to [6].
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or more fine-grained techniques that are specialised for detecting, e.g., doors as
such. It is here, where specialized generic object recognition tools from computer
vision can be used, e.g. [8]. Either way, the output of this step is a qualitative
representation of what is in the image (ideally primed by and corresponding to
the prediction step).
When now trying to bind semantics to the abstract qualitative information
extracted from the image, the ontology gets important again. As we will see later,
one of the big advantages of using State-of-the-Art ontologies is the possibility
to store very different information in it, enriching the previously defined “visual
object concepts” needed for the abstraction step with data on what the object
can be used for, what its possible connecting objects are and lots more. To once
more apply this metaphor on thoughts about humans: It is here, where all the
previous experiences are triggered that allow us to link seen information with
similar situations and problem solutions. It is also here, where we are able to
smoothly leave the visual domain and dive into what we termed “higher-level
cognition” in the diagram. Using knowledge about what we saw, we are able to
plan what to do next, ideally ending in a new task and therefore new predictions
what to see next – closing the loop.
There is still one big point missing in the diagram, namely generalisation.
There is a huge pile of literature on human concept formation, the reference
work is [9]. However, it is still largely unknown how humans actually perform
this and likewise machine learning techniques are yet not capable of learning
abstract concepts from different sources and exemplar distributions in the large-
scale manner than would actually be needed. This cognitive function is also not
tackled here – our focus lies on the use of pre-given ontological representations
within a cognitive robot. We are, however, aware that by circumventing the
learning of the concepts with all their rich semantics, we are undermining the
whole constructivist idea of personal representations that are bound to one’s
embodiment.
4 Implementation
We will now shortly outline a first and very preliminary approach to modelling
the ontology as well as the interaction with the vision part. This work is twofold,
as on the one hand we are interested in the general layout of the object concept
ontology. On the other hand, we would like to present work on how the transition
from detected low-level image patches to symbols (in terms of object concepts)
can be performed.
As we are at the moment only dealing with vision, we decided to define the
“constituting substrate” of object concepts via the spatial relations of simpler
parts. As stated, the big advantage of ontologies lies in the fact that any fur-
ther information can enrich this basal definition later on. As representation and
reasoning system we are using RACER [10].
A stack is therefore defined as two objects, one on top of the other; an arch
is the combination of two columns that are not adjacent and a top-bar that
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(a) A real-world example arch. (b) Segmentation with [11].
Fig. 2. Vision pre-processing for the transition from low-level perceptual data to sym-
bols in terms of visual object concepts.
(a) Found stack. (b) Best arch hypothesis. (c) Another hypothesis.
Fig. 3. Using the ontological definition for finding a real world arch. (a) shows a stack
found which could serve as column for the arch. (b) is the best hypothesis (judged by
the human observer), and (c) is correctly found yet would be judged not to be perfect.
connects them on top. Abstraction gets important when thinking about arches
whose columns are made of more than one part. Therefore, we allow any number
of contributing parts as long as simple physical laws are obeyed (a stack is only
a stack if the upper object’s barycenter is within the width of the lower object).
Referring to the discussion on where to start off with symbols (see Sec-
tion 2.2), we would like to give two scenarios. The first one assumes vision to be
a) perfect and b) perfectly tuned to the current task. E.g., if we are provided
with an “arch-detector”, we can immediately feed our higher-level cognition (e.g.
a planner aiming to drive through the arch) with precise location information in
image 2(a).
The second scenario shows our approach to manage the sensor-to-symbol
transition a few layers down, namely by using an ontological representation of
“arch” which only affords the spatial relations of its parts as explained above.
E.g., we might only detect patches of similar colour, for example by a segmen-
tation algorithm based on a graph cut method, as in Fig. 2(b) with [11]. To be
able to find the arch in this case, we are performing the following steps:
1. Extract the patches and treat them as possible object parts
2. Provide the reasoner with these parts
3. Apply rules that specify object concepts as particular arrangements of simple
objects
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(a) A door in our office. (b) Closure detection us-
ing [12].
Fig. 4. Vision pre-processing for the transition from low-level perceptual data to sym-
bols in terms of visual object concepts.
4. Retrieve the hypotheses found by the ontological reasoner
The result of the reasoning is shown in Fig. 3. Following these first steps, we
are planning to implement further techniques to weigh the hypotheses or to use
them as input for higher-level cognition tasks.
Fig. 4 shows a different example, where the pre-processing is deliberately
very differently, namely by using a Gestalt-based grouping tool [12], the output
of which is depicted in Fig. 4(b). Some of the possible arch hypotheses found
are shown in Fig. 5. Especially interesting is Fig. 5(c) as this hypothesis points
to a very important fact: It shows us that we applied a too weak description
of a “good arch”. Here we see that we are need of investigations about what
constitutes an object concept; what the defining parts are and why humans
judge some instances as “good exemplars” and some as “bad exemplars”. For
us roboticists, we are in the situation of having to neatly define what the arch
needs to look like for the robot in reference to its tasks.
5 Discussion
Hopefully we could motivate our use of ontologies for situated perception of
a cognitive robot so far. In this Section, we would like to meet some of the
objections of the use of logic for scene interpretation on a quite general level.
Afterwards, we give a short conclusion.
5.1 Does using logic for scene interpretation make sense at all?
First of all, the use of a logic-based knowledge representation always raises the
philosophical question of whether there is any ontological reality “out there”
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(a) Best hypothesis for arch
found.
(b) Another very good hy-
pothesis.
(c) Bad hypothesis.
Fig. 5. Using the ontological definition of arch for finding a door in an office (from
Fig. 4). Subfig. 5(c) shows that a more restrictive definition of arch might be useful in
order to sort such “meaningless” solutions out.
at all. We take here a position that tries to combine the view of Nicolai Hart-
mann [13] and the view of radical constructivism. For the former, the episte-
mological and the ontological questions are highly connected. The gnoseological
problem involves the ontological one and cannot be treated without it – but it’s
not the same. The latter, the seemingly contradictory view of radical construc-
tivism, excludes questions about an independently existing reality in order to
focus on concepts like autopoiesis and viability. We take a middle way as we
do believe that for robotics, we are forced to assume an independent reality of
objects that we can provide the robot with (at least a minimal bootstrapping
set), but we admit that in order to achieve the overall goal of the system, namely
autonomous and viable behaviour, we need to have this “reality” tuned in an
agent-specific manner.
To be more specific: The symbols with which the system should operated,
are created by creating the “world of the robot”, i.e., the agent-specific repre-
sentation of objects. I think this point is often not made clear, that the use of
constructivist approaches does not necessarily exclude the use of symbolic ma-
nipulation. What is in fact to be rejected from a constructivist view, is however
that those symbols are a 1:1 account of an independently existing outside world.
One very important and justified objection can be posed once the general as-
sumption of using symbols is accepted: The World is not (that strictly) logical or
to put it more explicitly: not everything can be presented with logic statements
→ Therefore it is senseless to represent the world this way. To clarify our view-
point: It is true that the world cannot totally be represented as symbols (this is
what the history of AI showed us), however, we think that there are perceptual
object concepts (visual ones in our case) and that they are in fact connected to
higher-level information that is used by us. For example, thinking about a car
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does automatically raise ideas, thoughts and associations about what it means
to own one, how it’s like to drive one, etc. without demanding a specific appear-
ance in front of our eyes. So the representation of a “subset” of the world in
symbols is possible, and exactly here we see the transition for vision techniques
to higher-level cognition. Additionally, we still have a quite down-to-earth goal
in our minds: the limited domain of robotics, ideally for home robotics some day.
For the sake of completeness, we name the advantages although they are
probably well-known. (Technical) ontologies (like OWL [14] or the RACER Sys-
tem [10] that we currently use, see Section 4) allow for:
– Automatic reasoning (consistency checking and deduction of implicit knowl-
edge)
– Storing semantic knowledge (in the sense of, e.g., affordance-, task related
or functional information) along with the concepts
– Abstraction and interconnection of concepts – e.g., it is possible to include
very different information, e.g., the current bodily state so to emulate find-
ings from psychology according to which the body signals highly influence
the way of perceiving (e.g., [15, 16])
– Human language definitions that help during development and testing
– Finally, with the help of ontologies we are able to separate “common sense
knowledge” from vision processing
5.2 Conclusion
In this paper we tried to outline our understanding of using logic for situated
perception in cognitive robotics. Therefore, we motivated the use of symbols in
terms of “object concepts” stored in a logic-based ontology. Scene interpretation
does, in our view, not stop with the detection of features but contrarily, is in deep
need of involving higher-level cognitive functions, of which a necessary subset
has been identified. General consideration on using the “human metaphor” for
perception in robots as well as our view on the layers on which a necessary
transition from sensor data to symbols is performed, has been given. Finally, a
preliminary approach for performing this transition on quite a low level by using
the ontological definition of object concepts has shown that logic has its right in
the search of situated perception of cognitive robots.
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